100 job descriptions
brought to life

DISC JOCKEY

2.5
Eval.:

100 job descriptions
brought to life

Here is the same text but you have to complete it with the right words. The first
letter is given, as is the number of letters for each word to be written.

DISC JOCKEY

2.5

Disc Jockey

Jennifer (to her friend Sabrina): Ben is the DJ this evening! I saw him
preparing his C _ _ and r _ _ _ _ _ _. Apparently he's got over five thousand

Ben: So if I get what you're saying, Sir, your daughter, who is always

of them! I love his s _ _ _ _! I love the way he links the r _ _ _ _ _ _ and the

changing her mind about what she wants to do later on, now wants to be a

t _ _ _ _ _ , incredible! And his m _ _ _ _ _… amazing! We're going to have

disk jockey… And you don't think it's a "proper job"… But I disagree, Sir, it

a great two hours! With Ben, the a _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ is brilliant! The whole

is a real job! Even if there are no official qualifications to do the job! I don't

r _ _ _ will be moving! Last Saturday, he was at the Thatch Club for a
t _ _ _ _ _ party but I couldn't go. You have to be able to take late nights to

just work in discotheques; I do all sorts of events, both public and private!

do his job! You know he's going on t _ _ _ with the Sweets this summer! He's

What sort? Concerts at the sports stadium, festivals, weddings... I'm also in

bound to become a s _ _ _ . I just adore him! What did you say? He's with the

regular contact with agencies specialising in the organisation of events or

chemist's daughter!!! Oh Sabrina tell me it's not true! You've just ruined my
e _ _ _ _ _ _!
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A few words relating to a Disk
Jockey's work:
Here is a text using a lot of words from
the list. Read it carefully, as you will
have to use the same words afterwards.

… Oh no, the equipment you see here isn't mine. But I do own all those
boxes of CDs and LPs over there. As you can see, I've got a considerable
number of them and I have to buy new ones regularly. Sure, it's a huge
investment at first. What did you say? No Sir, I'm not paid just to put on

Amplifier
CD
Evening
Mic
Performer
Rhythm
Sound mixer
Themed

Atmosphere
Dance floor
Event
Mixing
Programme
Room
Star
Tour

Audience
Discotheque
Light
Music
Record
Sound
Style
Track

records and get people to dance! It's much more complicated than that! I'm a
professional technician, competent with the equipment, mixing and also

Jennifer (to her friend Sabrina): Ben is the DJ this evening! I saw him

skilled at performing, would you believe! I create atmosphere, I make the

preparing his CDs and records. Apparently he's got over five thousand of

right links between the records, I try to create my own style and I have made

them! I love his style! I love the way he links the rhythms and the tracks,

quite a success of it! Entertaining, making sure people enjoy themselves, all

incredible! And his mixing… amazing! We're going to have a great two

that is important, Sir! And it's a genuine occupation!

hours! With Ben, the atmosphere is brilliant! The whole room will be

*

moving! Last Saturday, he was at the Thatch Club for a themed party, but I

In a similar line of work, Ben could also have been: interpreter – composer –

couldn't go. You have to be able to take late nights to do his job! You know

conductor – musician – record dealer – music publisher – sound engineer –

he's going on tour with the Sweets this summer! He's bound to become a

music therapist – instrument maker – instrument teacher – specialised

star. I just adore him! What did you say? He's with the chemist's daughter!!!

salesman in a music shop – sound technician – specialised journalist – music

Oh Sabrina tell me it's not true! You've just ruined my evening!

teacher…
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